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I’m speaking to you from the day before the most morally corrupt, vacuous, toxic election the 
UK has had since the last one. Our current Prime Minister has been fired from countless 
previous jobs, unironically re-recorded the creepy signs stalker sequence from Love Actually 
and is on record expressing countless racist, sexist, classist, bigoted views. He’s a moron. 
He’s an idiot. He may well end up with a majority. 

MAY. 

As Kieron Gillen quoted so beautifully in this week’s newsletter of his, it’s not the despair, it’s 
the hope. Maybe the hundreds of thousands of new voters who’ve registered are as 
exhausted by decades of moral turpitude as I am. Maybe despite a truly heroic effort on their 
part, people will actually see the parts of the Labour party that work, that could make the 
country something extraordinary, Maybe this will be the one that doesn’t see the UK 
descend into five more years of getting its poorest, its most neglected, its most in need, to 
gouge away at themselves because the funny chap is in the papers again and he’s always 
good for some bants. 

It’s not the despair. It’s the hope. 

Hope is the fuel of art. Hope is the light that gets us all out of bed in the morning. Hope 
drives fingers on keyboards, brushes on canvas, it carries voices over microphones and 
pixels and polygons headlong into danger. Hope is what tells us to try. Hope is what gets us 
through the moments nothing works to get to the moment that DOES. 

Hope is complex and often, damaging. It’s always there and you can never quite reach it. It’s 
always on the way but never quite in reach. You can feel like it’s never going to hit. You can 
feel like your life is pointless, that there’s nothing you can do to change things for the better. 
You can sit and wait to be executed. 

Or you can make art, out among the stars. That’s what happens here. Izzy’s precise, grace 
note prose tells you just enough to realize Evie’s mortality or lack thereof actually doesn’t 
matter. There is a song out among the stars that would not be there but for her. 

If that isn’t immortality, what is? Expertly written, expertly read. Thank you both. 
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